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Danielle TrussoniDanielle Trussoni (2016)BornLa Crosse, WisconsinOccupationNovelistLanguageEnglishNationalityAmericanEducationMFA in Fiction, Iowa Writers' WorkshopAlma materUniversity of IowaNotable awardsNew York Times Best 10 Books of the Year, 2006 The Michener Copernicus
Society of American Award Dana Award in Novel category, 2011Websitewww.danielletrussoni.comDanielle Anne Trussoni is a New York Times,[1] USA Today, and Sunday Times Top 10 bestselling novelist. She has been a Pulitzer Prize in Fiction jurist,[2] and writes the Dark Matters column for the New
York Times Book Review. She created the Writerly podcast, a weekly podcast about the art and business of writing. Her novels have been translated into 33 languages. Her work includes five books: Falling Through the Earth (2006), Angelology (2010), Angelopolis (2012), The Fortress (2016), and The
Ancestor (2020). She is the recipient of the Michener-Copernicus Society of America award, the Dana award in the novel, and the New York Times Top 10 Book of the Year[3] for her first book. In addition to being published in The New York Times Book Review, she has also been The Guardian, The New
York Times Magazine and Tin House, her writings have been widely anthologized. Background Trussoni graduated from the University of Wisconsin–Madison summa cum laude and Phi Beta Kappa with a BA in History and English in 1996 and from the Iowa Writers' Workshop, where she received an
MFA in Fiction Writing in 2002. She has lived for extended periods in Japan, Bulgaria, England and France. Trussoni currently lives in New York. She lived in France from 2009-2012 and her memoir, The Fortress, focuses on this period in her life. Trussoni was featured in Season 2 of This American Life
(TV).[4] She married the French filmmaker Hadrien Royo in 2016 in Brittany. [1] Writing Angelology series Trussoni’s first novel, Angelology, (Viking Press, 2010) was a literary historical thriller described as “a brilliant tapestry of myth and biblical lore on our present-day world and plunged two star-crossed
heroes into an ancient battle against mankind’s greatest enemy: the fatally attractive angel-human hybrids known as the Nephilim.” Angelology received a great deal of attention prior to publication. Seven publishing houses vied for the publishing rights, resulting in a bidding war. Angelology went on to
become a New York Times International Bestseller and has been translated into over thirty languages. Angelopolis, the follow up to Angelology, was a New York Times bestseller and was described as "stunning" and "a must-read" by Booklist.[5] Part historical novel, fantasy, love story, thriller, and
mystery, it is a continuation of Angelology from the perspective of Verlaine. A third book in the series will be published in installments beginning in the fall. The Ancestor The Ancestor, a literary gothic novel that explores the darker realms of ancestry and inheritance, was published by William Morrow in
April 2020.[6] The book has been widely praised, described by Kirkus Reviews as "an opulently romantic horror tale" and "gothic extravaganza." Publishers Weekly called it "an intense, darkly gothic narrative with elements of mystery, the paranormal, and legendary tales." Bibliography Falling Through
The Earth, Henry Holt and Company, 2006, ISBN 0-8050-7732-4. Angelology, Viking Press, 2010, ISBN 978-0-385-66861-3. Angelopolis, Viking Press, 2013, ISBN 978-0-670-02554-1 The Fortress, Dey Street/Harper Collins, 2016, ISBN 978-0-062-45900-8 The Ancestor, William Morrow/Harper Colliins,
2020 ISBN 9780062912756 Reviews Oprah Magazine, 29 Best Gothic Novels of All Time, October 21, 2020 Goodreads, 2020's Top Horror Novels, October 5, 2020 New York Times, You're Descended From Royalty. Here Are the Keys To Your Castle., Carol Goodman, April 7, 2020 New York Times:
Sunday Book Review, Cracked, Helene Wecker, May 3, 2013 NPR, Angelology: A Cross-Bred Monster Of A Mystery, Jane Ciabattari, March 11, 2010 TIME, Angelology: Wings of Desire, Lev Grossman, March 15, 2010 New York Times: Sunday Book Review, Fallen Angels, Susann Cokal, March 3,
2010 New York Times: Books, The War at Home, Kathryn Harrison, March 12, 2006 USA Today, 'Angelology': A heaven-sent supernatural thrill ride, Carol Memmott, March 12, 2010 ELLE Book Release: Angelology, Natasha Clark, March 12, 2010 References ^ "BEST SELLERS: FICTION: Sunday, April
11th 2010". query.nytimes.com. Retrieved 2019-06-02. ^ "The Overstory, by Richard Powers (W.W. Norton)". www.pulitzer.org. Retrieved 2019-06-04. ^ "The 10 Best Books of 2006 - New York Times". archive.nytimes.com. Retrieved 2019-06-02. ^ "Two Wars". This American Life. May 10, 2008.
[verification needed] ^ Angelopolis Amazon Link. ISBN 0143124862. ^ "HarperCollins link". External links (Author's Website) Harrison, Kathryn (March 12, 2006). "The War at Home". The New York Times. Danielle Trussoni Angelology Interview Writing Workshops Harrison, Kathryn (March 12, 2006).
"The War at Home". The New York Times. Falling Through the Earth Top 10 Book of 2006 ANGELOLOGY sale New York Times Book Review, October 26 [1] New York Times Book Review, March 28 [2] New York Times Book Review, May 23 [2] ^ Trussoni, Danielle (2018-10-26). "A Dark Cavalcade of
New Horror Fiction". The New York Times. ISSN 0362-4331. Retrieved 2019-06-02. ^ Times, The New York (2019-05-23). "A Gruesome Parade of New Horror Fiction". The New York Times. ISSN 0362-4331. Retrieved 2019-06-02. Retrieved from " Note: There are some very small spoilers for Book One
(plus a whited-out section with a bigger, but not the biggest spoiler), and no spoilers for Book Two. Angelology begins in Milton, NY at St. Rose Convent. Sister Evangeline is 23; she has been living there since she was 12, and took her vows at age 18. She works in the library, handling the
correspondence. Her days have been fairly routine until now, but on the day the book opens, December 23, 1999, she receives a letter from a V.A. Verlaine, inquiring about a possible connection between a prior abbess of the convent and Abigail Aldrich Rockefeller, the famous (real-life) philanthropist of
the arts. Abby Aldrick Rockefeller, wife of John D.Rockefeller, Jr. and co-founder of NY’s Museum of Modern Art. We quickly get enmeshed in a Dan Brown-sort of thriller, featuring theological mysteries that are derived from angelology, the study of angels and their presence on earth throughout history.
We are reminded that the presence on earth of “Nephilim,” or half-angels, half-humans, was described at the beginning of the Bible, in Genesis 6: “When men began to increase in number on the earth and daughters were born to them, the sons of God saw that the daughters of men were beautiful, and
they married any of them they chose. . . . The Nephilim were on the earth in those days–and also afterward–when the sons of God went to the daughters of men and had children by them. They were the heroes of old, men of renown.” 1931 marble sculpture by Daniel Chester French entitled “The sons of
God saw the daughters of man that they were fair.” As the story progresses we learn how the history of the Nephilim became interwoven with the myth of Orpheus, among other myths; all of these stories are purported in the book to have had a basis in fact. As one of the angelologists explains in a clever
implied repost to positivists: “Whereas angels were once the epitome of beauty and goodness, now, in our time, they are irrelevant. Materialism and science have banished them to nonexistence, a sphere as indeterminate as purgatory. It used to be that humanity believed in angels implicitly, intuitively,
not with our minds but with our very souls. Now we need proof. We need material, scientific data that will verify without a doubt their reality. Yet what a crisis would occur if the proof existed! What would happen, do you suppose, if the material existence of angels could be verified?” Since the publishers tell
you on the blurbs and by virtue of the cover picture itself that the Nephilim exist, it won’t be spoilery to reveal that Evangeline and Vervaine get involved in a life-or-death struggle with these creatures, who are not interested in having their secrets uncovered. In fact, it is the Nephilim, so the angelologists
contend, who promulgated atheism, so that people will not suspect the extent to which humans are not, in fact, free of the nefarious intervention of Nephilim into their affairs. This trope works well enough for most of the book, since there is enough similarity to the real world to make the story seem clever
and entertaining. Toward the end though, a few sharks get jumped, in part, one supposes, to spur the reader on to read the next installment. I will let Jim (who also read the first book) explain his main objection to one of the “jumped sharks” in a white font so that it will not be spoilery. You can mouse over
it to see what he says: When in dire straits, one of the humans resorts to a “summoning,” that is, a calling to the Archangel Michael for assistance. Sure enough, if you perform the proper incantations exactly correctly (but not otherwise) the Top Archangel himself shows up to help. But first he asks the
summoner if she is pure of heart. Assured by her own testimony that she is pure of heart, Michael disposes of more than a hundred of the villains by well-directed bolts of fire in a scene that suggests a Gattling gun with individually targeted bullets. This violated a bunch of premises not only pertinent to the
plot but central to theology. Do prayers have no force or meaning? Why would Michael (or God for that matter) allow all the other horrible things in earthy history (many of which, according to these books, were carried out or caused to be carried out by Nephilim) to happen without intervention, but will
come down for an instant rescue in response to a witchcraft-like ritual? Haven’t other implorers of divine intervention been pure of heart? And how is Michael, a presumably non-omnipotent creature (in this book, even God is not omnipotent), certain that this person is pure, just because she says so? And
would he allow an unjust slaughter of other innocents to proceed if she weren’t totally pure? There was just too much there for me that strained credulity, even for a “fantasy.” That, by the way, is not the end of the story nor the end of the surprises, but is just a Second-to-Deus Ex Machina that allows the
rest of the story to proceed…. [Full disclosure: The Archangel Michael is my name-day saint.] The second book, Angelopolis, picks up ten years after the first has finished. Book Two takes us to Siberia, in Russia, to a secret installation where many different types of angels are in residence, willingly or no.
Once again, there is a life-and-death race to recover artistic artifacts that have a bearing on the survival of the Nephilim versus human beings. Discussion: I like how the author interweaves history, art, myth, and music into her stories. How can you not be fascinated by the history of Faberge Eggs? [If you
don’t know about them or have never seem images of them, be sure and check out this slide show and brief history here. While the Russian peasants starved, workers toiled on such delights as a perfect miniature replica of the Coronation carriage that took 15 months to make working 16-hour days. To
give you an idea of their worth, the most expensive egg would cost almost $3 million in today’s money.] 1897 Coronation Egg Trussoni even throws in some Velikovsky-like scientific theories, including the quite recent studies by Ryan and Pittman, that have argued for geological evidence substantiating
the events in the Bible. It was also interesting to see how Trussoni based the plot on an extremely literal and anthropomorphic interpretation of the Bible. Of course, there are probably more competing interpretations of the Bible than there are actual people in the world. Nevertheless, when you opt for the
Vengeful God and Evil Angels version of the Bible, it seems to me that you need to have your characters also account for divergence from metaphysical doctrines such as omnipotence (clearly not a Divine attribute in this series), forgiveness, redemption, and maybe the whole Sermon on the Mount.
(Jesus and associated ethics of love and morality generally do not play a role in these two books. The author supplements mostly Old Testament passages with some from the Apocrypha and other non-canonical works, such as the Book of Enoch.) Illustration for The Book of Enoch, one of the most
influential non-canonical apocryphal works, filled with visions of heaven and hell, and angels and devils. I do think Trussoni does a nice job with the theological arguments she does tackle, and the thriller aspect of the book is well-done. I have some small quibbles with the books, however. The ending of
the first, meant to be an irresistible spur to read the second, contains a sort of “diabolus ex machina” (i.e., the opposite of a “deus ex machina”) that didn’t seem entirely consistent with what we had been told previously. [Note: This is not the same objection Jim had in the whited-out section, above, but it is
sort of a mirror image!] In the second book, the author has major “As You Know Bob” problems. [This is a popular name for a poor execution of the trope by which a writer uses exposition to fill in background for the readers, also known as an “infodump”. In this case, the author is trying to let us know what
happened in Book One. The “As You Know Bob” fallacy takes the form of one character explaining to another something that they both already know, but the readers don’t. Since they do both already know it, long explanations about it can seem ridiculous, if not insulting to the character on the receiving
end of the monologue.] I also agree with the problem referred to in the review by Beth Fish Reads, which is that the very end of the Second Book, like the end of the first, was just not consistent with everything else we had been led to believe. Once again, it seemed more like a bomb dropping out of
nowhere to keep us eager for the next book, rather than like something we might expect from the action preceding it. Writing a good cliff-hanger ending is an art, to be sure, but undermining the premises preceding it does not usually go down well with readers. Finally, I think in the second book the author
got a little too “cute” with her revelations of all the historical figures who were actually Nephilim. Evaluation: These small quibbles that I had should not deter you from enjoying these fast-paced, intellectually-stimulating thrillers. Seven publishing houses vied for the rights to the first book, and two motion
picture companies bid for the film rights. Rating: 3.5/5 Angelogy is published by Viking, a member of Penguin Group (USA), 2010 Angelopolis is published by Viking, a member of Penguin Group (USA), 2013
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